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Dear Customer, 
 
Dixell is moving ahead with the standardization process of its devices, and next step is introducing the new models of 
XT11SH and XH-REP to replace the actual XT11S and X-REP. 
The dimensions of the housing remain unchanged; this ensures the interchangeability of the product without any 
additional intervention by the customer. 
The how to order also doesn’t change. E.g. XT11S-5000N model becomes XT11SH-5000N and the X-REP-00000 
model becomes XH-REP-00000 keeping the same functionalities and performances.  
From January 2018 all the standard codes of XT11SH and XH-REP models will replace the XT11S and X-REP models. 
XT11S and X-REP models will phase-out in March 2018. 
Please contact our sales department for custom codes or if you need to anticipate the orders/deliveries of new formats. 
 

1. Complete range 
By introducing the new design also in the 31x64mm format, Dixell completes the range of solutions for refrigerated 
cabinets and display cases, together with the 32x74 and WING families. The thermometer, the controller and the remote 
display represent a complete solution for the customer. 
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2. XT11SH 
XT11SH is the electronic digital thermometer with maximum/minimum temperature log. This thermometer has been 
realized to meet application requirements in the refrigeration and industrial field, where it is important to collect accurate 
and reliable temperature values data. Among the more appreciated features there is the display update delay times 
when the temperature increases, the IP65 front protection and the calibration. 
 

3. XH-REP 
XH-REP is the temperature remote display and can be used with Dixell compatible controllers. The frontal protection is 
IP65 and it can be easily mounted in every position where it is necessary to display the controlled temperature. 
 

4. Dimensions and cut out 
 

 
 

5. Availability and orders 
From January 2018 all the standard codes of XT11SH and XH-REP models will replace the XT11S and X-REP models. 
XT11S and X-REP models will phase-out in March 2018.  
Please contact our sales department for custom codes or if you need to anticipate the orders/deliveries of new formats. 
New versions maintain the UL certification if already included.  
Please contact our sales department for further information.  
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